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Micro plastic pollution ashore and at sea
What is micro plastic?
Let us start with the question, what is micro plastic at all? As micro plastic you define solid insoluble
synthetic polymers (plastic), which are smaller than five millimeters. It is a big problem for nature and
our environment, it poisons the oceans, forests and ground water. It is being used a lot in cosmetics
and finds its way through drains and water treatment plans into the oceans. But there are other ways
how it ends up in nature. Here you can divide into two different groups: Primary and secondary micro
plastic.
The primary micro plastic is what is directly produced as micro plastic which is also known as “micro
pellets” or “micro beads”. It is being produced for further use, usual for cosmetics. Synthetic polymers
are used in cosmetics in different variations: as peeling particle, binder, filling material and for
decorative purposes.
On the other hand, there is secondary micro plastic. This comes from disintegration of bigger pieces of
trash that is just being wasted into nature. Due to wind and weather, tides and friction it falls into smaller
pieces until it turns into micro plastic.

Where does it come from and how does it get into the environment
Basically it can come from where ever you can think of. As already mentioned a lot comes from
cosmetics and disintegration of bigger bits and pieces. This can be from junk, wasted into nature and
falling into smaller pieces. But there are also many other ways it gets into nature, for example from car
tires. During driving, the friction between tire and asphalt causes the floor to abjure very small pieces of
the tire which are laying then on the ground, waiting wind and weather to wash it into the oceans and
forests. The same happens with bike tires and also with shoes. Of course, what is quite obvious, taking
a shower with shampoo containing micro beads is also not good. The synthetic polymers are then
flushed down the drain and get into the water treatment plans. There a part can be filtered out and
stays back. The other part that can't be filtered out, gets flushed into rivers, seas and finally ends up in
the oceans.
Another source is laundry. The washing machine washes small fibers of, and washes it down the drain,
into the water treatment plans and just like the micro beads, a part stays back and another part gets
rinsed into the oceans. On the other hand, the dryer is quite friendly to the environment because it has
a very fine mashed sieve which won’t let trough any fibers.
Another example that is very close to reality for us right now on the ship, is every time we pull on ropes
there is friction somewhere and where there is friction there is abjuration. That means on blocks, kleets,
pins and even when the line runs trough our hands there fly fine fibers of the rope and land directly in
the sea.
It literally comes from everywhere you can think of.

Why is it a problem?
The micro plastic that is swimming trough the oceans is so small we mostly can’t even see it with our
own eyes, why should it then be a problem? Can we just ignore it?
The problem is, synthetic polymers attract poisons from the environment like a magnet. Scientists have
measured a higher concentration of poison around the micro plastic than anywhere else in the water.
And if organisms take in synthetic polymers, that poison is being released in them. The smaller the
piece is, the higher the chance of take in is. When talking of taking in, there are two ways in which can
be divided: direct and passive.
The direct way of intake is trough filtration and swallowing. The organism might mix it up with food and
eat it.
The passive way of intake is when an animal eats another animal that is contaminated already. When it
digests it then, the non-digestible micro plastic stays over and stays in the animal. This can cause
serious damage. It can cause mistakes in growing tissue, infections, toxic reactions, inner injuries and
even death.

And if we take our heads out of the water and walk into the forests, we can't see it, but it is there. The
micro plastic gets blown from the wind or fluted from rain into the forests. There it releases the
environmental poisons it collected earlier on it's journey and poisons the soil on which the plants grow
what is obviously not good. Like that it also gets into the ground water which might be even the water
we drink.

What can we do about it?
In this moment and time we can't do anything about it. The technology today is not that advanced that
we have a method of getting micro plastic out of the water. We are not able to get the micro plastic that
is polluting the world back out of nature. But what we can do, is preventing the world to get polluted
even more. Everybody has to start small. On the extra document (micro plastic in cosmetics), is a list of
all the cosmetic products in Germany that contain synthetic polymers that BUND (Bund für Umwelt und
Naturschutz Deutschland) knows of in September 2018. I would advise you, not to buy these products.
Not only so that there gets more micro beads into the oceans, but also to not support these type of
products. I will come back to that list later again.

Comparison OC science Pathway
The Ocean College science Pathway has been very active in researching Micro plastic pollution and
taking water samples. We have been filtrating at different locations sea water and checking the samples
on micro plastic. Here is a result of the first few months of the voyage:

As you can see the micro plastics that amperes most often are polyethylene, polyester and acrylic.

Let us now get back to that list with the micro plastic
containing cosmetics (der Einkaufsratgeber). On the top is a
table with abbreviations and the name of the synthetic
polymer, it looks like this (table on the right side):
In the left crack of the list is the name of the product and on
the right side is the abbreviation of the synthetic polymer.
And if we now just quickly scan trough that list looking at the
abbreviations, the ones that appear the most are AC, ACS
and PE. Let’s now compare the most common plastics from
BUND and the most common plastics from the Ocean
College science pathway list:
Ocean College science pathway:
• Polyethylene
• Polyester
• Acrylan
BUND Einkaufsratgeber:
• Polyethylene
• Acrylic copolymer
• Acrylic crosspolymer
As you can see, here is a similarity. Both lists have
polyethylene in the top three. Polyethylene is a very common micro plastic, it is often used in cosmetics.
Another similarity is acrylic. Both have types of acrylic. And polyester is used a lot in making clothing. It
is being often found in form of fibers, it probably comes from the washing machine.

Tooth paste without micro plastic
In 2014 BUND protested against a to high use of micro plastic in cosmetics. Micro beads are being
directly produced as micro plastic and because they are produced for cosmetics, which are flushed
down the drain at one point, a lot lands directly in the oceans. So you could see it like this: the micro
beads that are being produced could just be directly dumped into the oceans.
That complain has been heard by the tooth paste producers. The toothpaste industries agreed together,
to ban any kinds of synthetic polymers from their products. And what they promised, also happened. In
2015 BUND didn't know of any toothpastes in Germany that contained any synthetic polymers. It
worked out good. But in 2018 BUND again knew of four tooth pastes that contained micro beads.

Brands that promised to ban synthetic polymers – and what turned out
After the protest from BUND in 2014 and the successful result of the tooth paste industries stopping to
use micro plastic in their products, other company wanted to participate in the plastic free cosmetic
movement.
I researched on brands that wanted to participate banning micro plastic from their products and even
promised they would stop using it. Here is what Body Shop promised in 2014:
As part of our commitment to help save the planet, we’ll be phasing out micro beads from all of our
products by 2015”.
And here is what the status is in 2018:
BUND knows of 19 products from Body Shop that contain synthetic polymers.
And here is another one. Beiersdorf (nivea, eucerin, florena) promised in 2014:
„We want to help saving nature by using alternatives to synthetic polymers. Until 2015 all our products
wont contain any micro pellets anymore.“
And here is the status in 2018:
Their products don’t contain any micro pellets anymore, but BUND knows of 75 products that contain
other synthetic polymers.

As you can see, the attempts were quite good but they did not work out completely. But it is important
that we keep on trying and doing our best to support saving the planet.

What can we do about it?
Let us come back to that question again. What can you do as private person? If you change your life
style in a more environmental friendly way, will it make at all an impact? It is the attempt and the good
will that counts. It might inspire other people, and if everybody starts by himself to make a change – yes
it will make an impact. And maybe the industries one day will also see, that it is time to make a
difference, and that will make an impact. But that will only happen if we – the crowd – make a change,
because what the industries do, is making money with that what we want. And if that what we want is
nature friendly, something might improve.
So, what you as private person can do to save our planet, is stop buying products that contain synthetic
polymers. Not only so that the micro beads get into the ocean, but also to show that you are not
supporting these kinds of products. Or make peelings yourself, that could be even a nice present for
friends and family. Or also you can use micro plastic laundry bags. What they do, is keeping any fibers
from your washed clothes in the bag and not letting them down the drain. And if we think about
secondary micro plastic, of course don't throw any plastic trash into nature. Always separate trash and
especially don't throw any plastic in the green trash, because that lands back in nature and we don't
want any plastic in that. There is a lot we can change in our live style to participate in saving our planet
but everybody has to start by himself.

